With both presidents, the secretary discussed the volatile situation and worsening humanitarian crisis along the border between Rwanda and the DRC.

Liberia: CSO Coalition Decries Election of Warlords and Economic Crimes Accused to Legislature, Fearing a Setback in Pursuit of Accountability (Front Page Africa) By Gerald C. Koinyeneh October 31, 2023

One of the most prominent of these is current senator Prince Johnson, who was shown in a video sipping beer while his men tortured then-President Samuel Doe to death in 1990. Johnson, first elected in 2005, has secured re-election for three consecutive nine-year terms. At the end of his upcoming

A uniformed security force member shot nine rounds at the young captive, pulling the trigger at least seven times, according to forensic audio experts who listened to the recording at Reuters' request.

accurate to within about an hour. The slaying likely occurred around the same time or after defence headquarters said the attack had been repelled, Bellingcat found.

"Mopping up" after battle

Two security force members told Reuters they saw multiple prisoners brought out of the barracks and shot after the fighting ceased. Both said the captives, who were shot at a different location from where the

"We urge Nigerian authorities to investigate these allegations in a timely and transparent manner, and to hold those responsible to account," the department said. All military operations must be carried out in

In response to a request for comment, the office said it was engaging with the new Nigerian government that took office earlier this year about the "next steps to be taken regarding accountability for the alleged

The Nigerian government ultimately dropped an investigation into these accusations, finding insufficient evidence to support any abuses by its officers.

Yobe, Borno state's immediate neighbour, has also borne the brunt of the jihadist violence, including deadly raids on villages, military bases, schools and markets, as well as mass abductions.

Babagana Kyari, a resident of Geidam town, said the five injured in the Kayayya attack were taken to the general hospital in the town for medical attention.

ICC Public Documents - Situation in the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire

Abdul Rahman surrendered to authorities in the Central African Republic, near the border with Sudan, in 2020. In his first appearance at the ICC that same year, he said the charges against him were "untrue."
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Statute committed on the territory of Darfur, Sudan, from July 1, 2002, onwards."

campaign was the mobilization of the Janjaweed, armed fighters stemming from Arab groups.

ABUSES TAKING PLACE IN THE REGION SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THIS LATEST EPISODE OF CONFLICT

and spread of mis and disinformation are not the solution to the multifaceted challenges in CAR. They only serve to strengthen the narrative of armed groups.
Houthi forces "continue to carry out more qualitative military operations in support of the Palestinian people... until the brutal Israeli aggression against our brothers in Gaza stops," Saree posted on Monday.

President Bashar al-Assad of Syria said, "Terrorism in Syria is made in Turkey."

Mazlum Kobane (Commander-in-Chief of the Syrian Democratic Forces) said, "The Turkish president's statement naming the war that leads to cutting off water, electricity, and roads and destroying..." Alliance bombing Yemen (Iran also heavily involved in Yemen). Therefore, Arabic-speaking nations — including Bahrain, Egypt (the Coptic Christian minority is indigenous), Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the...

Turkey has also recalled its ambassador to Israel for "consultation."

Political and legal instability exacerbates the increased risk of sexual violence, which most acutely describes Palestinian women's struggles with CRSV. In a system where legal processes and government...

Many also note that this approach to governance cultivated a more aggressive male-oriented culture and created further risk for Israeli women, especially those in the military. For instance, approximately one...

Strong, central military and military conscription – which Israeli scholar Uri Ben-Eliezer described as "the making of Israeli militarism" – helped Israel navigate persistent insecurity in the region. However,...

After the 2013 attacks, the U.S. negotiated an agreement for Russia to help destroy the country's chemical weapons stockpile. Despite that agreement, however, there have since been reports of chemical weapon...

"It marks a crucial milestone in the battle against impunity," she told the AP. "It signifies a positive evolution in case law recognizing the grave nature of the crimes committed."

Beginning of the war, CFJ's Docket initiative, consisting of international lawyers and investigators, has been collecting evidence and preparing submissions detailing crimes committed by Russian forces in...
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The strike occurred as Ukraine marked the Day of Missile Forces and Artillery on Friday, a celebration of what Zelensky described as "those warriors who are the backbone of all the Defense and Security Forces...

Patriarch Kirill, a staunch supporter of President Vladimir Putin, described Russia's attack on Ukraine as a battle against the "forces of evil."

Khachatryan was accused of committing war crimes against Azerbaijanis during the First Karabakh War, specifically during Armenian forces' seizure of the village of Meshali in Nagorno-Karabakh's Khojaly...

But there is still a way forward that salvages something from the situation. 

Endangered people to place their faith in world institutions or Western power and ideals.

Albania.

on a humanitarian visit to Qirez/Cirez" in Kosovo in September 1998.

Unidentifiable Genocide Victims' Remains to be Laid to Rest in Srebrenica (Balkan Insight)

"What can be said for sure is that these are victims who disappeared in that area in 1992," said Fazlic. "Some clothes were also found with the victims, and according to the pathologist at the exhumation site,

Krehic said that the Podrinje Identification Project in Tuzla was conceived as a facility for identification, but not for keeping unidentified remains for a longer period. In 2017, the ICMP proposed that remains...

"What can be said for sure is that these are victims who disappeared in that area in 1992," said Fazlic. "Some clothes were also found with the victims, and according to the pathologist at the exhumation site,...

Krehic said that the Podrinje Identification Project in Tuzla was conceived as a facility for identification, but not for keeping unidentified remains for a longer period. In 2017, the ICMP proposed that remains...

The agency, in its latest Ethiopia humanitarian situation report, said that the ongoing conflict in different parts of the East African country is negatively contributing to children's access to education.

A year after a peace deal halted the bloody Tigray war, US Secretary of State Antony Blinken called Thursday for Eritrean troops to pull out and for...

There are no remaining fugitives from the Yugoslavia tribunal and now only two outstanding suspects for the Rwanda tribunal.

"The secretary advocated for a diplomatic solution to the tensions between the two countries and urged each side to take measures to de-escalate the situation, including removing troops from the border," he...
Outcry about the act in Northern Ireland represents the challenge of doing reconciliation without real institutional transition. And of ignoring the legacies of history without addressing the demands for justice.

However, three factors reveal how the U.K. government's agenda is disingenuous: the definition of justice, the dilemmas of colonial legacies and the government’s own culpability. And achieve reconciliation. But this claim is questionable and the act raises concerns regarding colonial legacies and the government’s own culpability.

Two fellow researchers and journalists, Ivonne Rodríguez and Tatiana Navarrete, and criminologist Camilo Umaña, who led the investigation into victimisation of the judiciary and is currently deputy minister, were threatened in May 2023 - presumably by the Gulf Clan - while investigating extrajudicial executions in the Dabeiba cemetery. They were “digging up a past that is already buried,” said the text.

His scepticism multiplied when, on April 7, 2022 the Attorney General’s Office summoned Andrés and Valencia to a meeting. That day, prosecutors showed them videos from CCTV cameras. They showed a policeman who inspected the apartment that morning concluding that this was a “street dweller motive”. Their theory was that it had been an opportunistic petty thief, even though only work items had been stolen.

But the policemen who inspected the apartment that morning concluded that this was a “street dweller motive”. Their theory was that it had been an opportunistic petty thief, even though only work items had been stolen.

Just as the Truth Commission was finalizing the report meant to be its legacy in Colombia’s history, Andrés Celis underwent an unexpected metamorphosis. He went from being one of the hundreds of public figures that were threatened to a深入了解 of the many threats that were made.

Among the survivors was Fatima Khatun, 24, who has been living in the squalid Kutupalong camp in the Bangladeshi port of Cox’s Bazar ever since. She still has nightmares about what happened to her in the middle of the night in November 2023.

Metropolitan Magistrate Saiful Islam sent him to jail.

Mirza Abbas’ lawyer Md Aminul Islam said the case was scheduled today for presenting the arguments.

He said, “Mirza Fakhrul and I were arrested last year. We were kept in a condemned cell. Now, I have been kept on the floor. I have come here on foot. Maybe next time I’ll have to come in a wheelchair.”

But he is going on trial “without the benefit of being able to rely” on a whistleblower defence, Pender, his lawyer, says.

Arraf adds that the Australian government has been “slow” to implement a recommendation to provide “compensation, or as we would say, reparations to Afghan victims and their families impacted” by alleged war crimes.

Trial is proceeding first. Although McBride, a former lawyer for the Australian and British armies, sees the information he revealed as being in the public interest, his ability to claim a whistleblowing defence has been limited by claims from the Government that it “has no knowledge of” the information.

She and her daughter spent the night worrying about losing the baby.

Dirt cakes every surface and crevice, she said. There’s no water for washing up. Navigating a bathroom in such close quarters is a nightmare for women in this socially conservative society. To cope, some go to extremes, like using strong-smelling substances to mask the smell of menstruation in the shared space.
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Menstrual cycles have become a constant stress.

Across central and southern Gaza, U.N. facilities, family homes and makeshift camps are overflowing with some of the 1.5 million Gazans displaced by Israel’s war against Hamas militants. Thousands more are on the move, trying to find shelter in places that are already overcrowded.

I am afraid I will die before the baby is born,” she said. Menstrual cycles have become a constant stress. Just had her period for the second time, surrounded by strangers. She’s confused by what’s happening to her body, she told The Post by phone, sharing her story with her family’s consent. “I feel an urgent need for help.”

In many cases, there’s simply not enough sanitary pads to go around. UNRWA distributes sanitary pads at the school — but not nearly enough, Atta said. She’s taken to cutting up dirty cloths for her daughters. Without water or privacy, they have no way to clean themselves or wash away the smell of blood.

UNRWA distributes sanitary pads at the school — but not nearly enough, Atta said. She’s taken to cutting up dirty cloths for her daughters. Without water or privacy, they have no way to clean themselves or wash away the smell of blood.

Menstrual cycles have become a constant stress.